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Keith Dixon

Ex Royal Air Force, British Airways and BAC 1-11’s in the Sultanate of Oman.

Keith has worked for International Trip Support vendors in Houston, as a Flight Planner and Trip Support person.

He is currently the Training and Development Manager for World Fuel I Colt in Webster, Texas.

He is also a member of the NBAA’s International Operators Conference (IOC) committee.

Email: kdixon@wfscorp.com  Cell: 346-221-7790
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Who would you ask?

Hey!
the boss wants us to go to Ouagadougou?
Can take their dog with them?
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Global Trip Support Services

- Knowledge
- Awareness
- Relationships
- Services
- Locations
- Technology
- Training
- Fueling
- Regulatory
- Security
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Regional Trip Support Services

• Regional operations are getting harder to run efficiently with enroute issues, special use airspace, passenger delays and high-density traffic.

• If you have to manage regional flights as well as fly them. Regional Trip Support can help, with that specific regions areas of concerns and peculiarities.

• Regional Trip Support provides a suite of tools and services designed to streamline your regional operations, standardize the process and create efficiencies, no matter what part of the world that region covers.
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International Trip Support Services

All the service providers have an all-encompassing package of trip support services and technologies, that addresses the complexities of today’s business aviation operations.

With our precision planning, global expertise and accurate flight data, we operate as an efficient, effective extension and advocate of your operation.